Increasingly, protocols are being used to drive the consistent application of standardized approaches to the delivery of health care. The efficient and effective use of known solutions demonstrates routine expertise. Standardization and the increased adoption of clinical guidelines have been cited as providing helpful guidance to clinicians and medical systems alike. In many circumstances, standardization can improve the quality of clinical decision making -especially when a healthcare worker is unsure of what do when facing a given set of circumstances [1] . It has been noted that Bmuch of an experienced practioner's daily practice has less to do with solving problems than remembering solutions.^Protocols and standardization are ideal in such scenarios to ensure effective and efficient solution application.
However, clinical guidelines are not a foolproof solution to medical decision making, and clinicians are increasingly confronted with new challenges without standardized solutions [2] . Protocols may be wrong or provide incorrect guidance for an individual patient. This may be driven by inappropriate generalization of a piece of evidence generated from a narrowly defined population. Practitioners may also be led to the wrong decision by only taking into account the needs of a specific patient, while ignoring the context of the larger healthcare system. Both the use of flawed protocols and over reliance on decision aids can lead to waste and the ineffective practice of medicine.
In our opinion, now more than ever we must develop adaptive expertise to combat the downsides of the standardization of the practice of medicine. Adaptive expertise uses knowledge and understanding to create or apply knowledge to solve these novel challenges [3] . Adaptive expertise recognizes that the routine approach, including protocols and guidelines, will not work in the given scenario, and reframes the problem to facilitate exploration of new ideas (learning) and/or creation of new solutions (innovation) [4] . Adaptive expertise has been described as a Bproduct of a learned skillset, characterized by habits of mind that develop over time and with practice^ [5] , making it even more essential that education to foster and develop this expertise be intentionally included in training across the continuum. Differentiating situations which are appropriate for the efficient and effective application of the appropriate protocol or guideline from those situations requiring adaptation and innovation demand the development and demonstration of adaptive expertise among medical professionals.
